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Continuous Investment and Innovation

Releases four times a year

Updates as needed to meet 
regulatory deadlines and provide 
other new features and  
enhancements

More than 100 team members 
dedicated to product and 
development
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Release Communications

plansource.com/release

Preview webinar for Elite partners

E-mail reminders

Detailed release notes

Enhancement guides

Updated user guides and GuideMe
walk-throughs
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Release Schedule
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Aurora
August 26, 2016

Kepler
September 17, 2015

Orion
December 15, 2016

Copernicus
June 15, 2017

Voyager
March 23, 2016

Halley
September 14, 2017

Quasar
December 14, 2017

Andromeda
March 9, 2017



Will this webinar be recorded?
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YES
We will e-mail you a link.

We will post the recording at www.plansource.com/release.  



Will we have access to the slides?
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YES
We will e-mail you a link.

We will post the PDF at www.plansource.com/release.  



How to Ask a Question
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Type your question into the 
“Questions” panel

?



Today’s Speakers
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Jeana Parker
Vice President

Strategic Initiatives

Nancy SansomRobin Babu

Associate Vice 
President, Emerging 
Business Operations

Chief Marketing 
Officer



Why It Matters
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New Employee Experience

New Professional Services

New Navigation in the Administrator UI

New Reports Center

Report Enhancements

Expanded Business Rules

APIs and Integration

Today’s 
Agenda
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New Employee Experience
New Look and Feel

Mobile-Friendly

Shopping Cart

Checkout

Default Recommendations

Plan Details Page

Mobile Document Upload

Reminder Emails
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Consumers will shop and enroll in benefits 
on their phones, and some even expect it.

1 in 5 Americans are smart-phone dependent

Consumers spend 5 hours on their phones each day

Consumers look at their phones 50 times per day

Consumers will complete complex processes on their phones

Importance of Mobile



Mobile-Responsive Employee Experience Demo
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Available in the Andromeda Release | March 9, 2017

• 100% new design

• Mobile-friendly

• Shopping cart

• Checkout process

• Easy renewals

• More visual presentation



What It Does Why It Matters
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With a responsive design, HR 
teams can publish one URL to 
their employees and the site will 
look and work great on any 
device.

Unlike with an app, employees 
don’t have to download anything 
to shop and enroll on their 
phones. It just works! 

Mobile-Friendly



What It Does Why It Matters
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As employees make selections, 
their decisions are captured in an 
interactive cart just like when they 
shop online.

Familiarity increases usability, so 
we’ve applied concepts that 
consumers are already familiar 
with such as the shopping cart.

Shopping Cart



What It Does Why It Matters
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To complete the enrollment 
process, employees must check 
out just like when they shop online 
for other products.

What better way to ensure that 
employee enrollments are 
”complete” than a formal 
checkout process? Again, 
familiarity increases usability.

Checkout



What It Does Why It Matters
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HR teams can send custom 
reminder messages to employees 
that forget to complete the 
checkout process.

It’s important to manage 
abandoned shopping carts, to 
ensure that employees get the 
coverage they need.

Reminder Emails

�



What It Does Why It Matters
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When using plan 
recommendations, we can now 
provide a default recommendation 
based upon employee 
demographics.

This allows us to make the most of 
what we know about the 
employee and her family, while 
allowing her to personalize the 
recommendation, if desired.

Default Plan Recommendations



What It Does Why It Matters
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Employees can now take a picture 
of required documentation from 
their phones and upload them to 
PlanSource. It’s easy to do and a 
beautiful experience.

It’s now more convenient than 
ever for employees to provide the 
required documents to cover their 
families or make life event 
changes.

Mobile Document Uploads



New Employee Experience Availability
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Available for 4/15 go-lives or later

Some limitations apply until June 15th

release 

• Defined contributions

• Stacked coverages

• Worksite and online EOI integrations

When do new customers get it?



New Employee Experience Availability
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When do existing customers get it?* 

Upgrades begin July 1, 2017 and will 
occur in batches (clients with Q3 OE will 
be prioritized first)

The existing employee UI will be 
sunsetted in Q1 of 2018

CoSource client upgrades will be 
managed by the partner. Your Account 
Manager will work together with you 
to define your schedule. 

Multiple options for upgrading:

1. Automatic enablement (in 
batches, employers can opt-
out in favor of options 2 or 3)

2. Self-service enablement

3. PlanSource assisted (to 
optimize the employee 
experience)
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New Professional Services
ACA Form Fulfillment

COBRA Administration

Benefit Account Administration

Benefits Outsourcing

Dependent Verification

Custom Employee Communications



Software + Services
With the acquisition of 
Next Generation 
Enrollment, we now offer a 
range of professional 
services that ensure that 
you get the most out of 
benefits technology.
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Everybody Benefits
Augments the PlanSource 
service team by 100+ 
professionals

Adds two additional contact 
centers for employee support 
with licensed agents

900+ customers ranging from 
50-35,000 employees

Partners since 2011 with 300 
mutual customers



What It Does Why It Matters
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We’ll handle the process from 
initial and qualifying event notices 
and enrollment to premium billing 
and collection.

We’re providing you with more 
options to combine benefits 
technology with administrative 
services, so you can get even 
more out of our partnership.

COBRA Administration
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How It Works

COBRA Administration

Send Notices
Generate notices based 
upon qualifying events

Process Payment
Process elections and 

payments from beneficiaries

Reinstate Coverage
Add COBRA coverage and 

manage the eligibility timeline

Bill Enrollees
Bill enrollees and provide 

reporting and auditing

Answer questions
Address any questions 
with our contact center

Manage OE
Handle open enrollment and 
all future notice requirements



What It Does Why It Matters
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We’ll provide HSA/FSA/HRA 
participants with online 
reimbursement, account 
management and contact center 
support.

We’ll make it easy to provide 
additional benefits to your 
employees, while making it easy 
for you to lower your tax burden.

Benefit Account Administration
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Tax advantaged savings and spending accounts for employees

Benefit Account Administration

Health Care 
Flexible 

Spending
These plans allow 
employees to use 
pre-tax dollars to 
pay for medical 

expenses (full and 
limited purpose 

plans are 
supported).

Dependent Care 
Flexible 

Spending
These plans 

allow employees 
to use pre-tax 

dollars for child 
care, after school 
care, adult day 

care and summer 
day camps.

Parking and 
Transit 

Reimbursement 
These plans allow 
employees to use 
pre-tax dollars for 

commuting-
related expenses, 
and are popular in 

metropolitan 
areas.

Health 
Savings 

Accounts (HSA)
Employees with a 
qualifying High-

Deductible Health 
Plan (HDHP) can 

use pre-tax 
dollars for 
medical 

expenses.

Health 
Reimbursement 
Arrangements 
These plans are 
common with 

small employers 
and allow 

employees to use 
pre-tax dollars to 
pay for medical 

expenses. 



Benefit Account Administration
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End-to-end operation of FSA/HSA/HRA programs

Online Reimbursement
Participants can request 

reimbursement and 
provide receipts

Online Account Management
Participants can view their 

account balance and transaction 
history

Mobile App
Participants can manage their 

account and submit 
reimbursement requests

Contact Center Assistance
Participants can get answers to 

questions about reimbursements, 
card status and more.

Benefit MasterCards
Participants can have 1 

MasterCard for all benefit 
accounts

Dependent MasterCards
Participants can request 

additional cards for eligible 
dependents

Educational Tools
Participants can calculate tax 

savings and access list of 
eligible expenses

Online FSA/HSA Store
Participants can purchase OTC 
items at a discounted price with 

FSA and HSA dollars



What It Does Why It Matters
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PlanSource acts as an extension of 
your HR team by providing 
experienced personnel and “plug 
and play” processes.

With this service, you can focus on 
your business, while PlanSource 
administers your benefits program 
in accordance with your policies 
and your brand.

Benefits Outsourcing



Benefits Outsourcing
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We’ll run the entire program from A to Z

Employee Benefits 
Specialists

Plan
Design

Program
Operation

Open
Enrollment

New Hire 
Management

Life Event
Management

Dependent
Management

Enrollment
Assistance



What It Does Why It Matters
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Let us manage your dependent 
audit; we’ll communicate with your 
employees and collect the 
required documents.

Reduce the cost of offering 
medical coverage and ensure 
compliance by removing ineligible 
dependents from the plan.

Dependent Verification



Benefits of Dependent Verification
Ineligible dependents cost businesses millions in annual medical expenses

Premium Dollars
Reduce medical 

premiums for fully-
insured plans

Claims Cost
Reduce medical 

claims costs 
for self-

insured plans

Compliance
Improve compliance 
with your Summary 
Plan Descriptions 

(SPDs), HR policies 
and rules

Reduce Risk
Reduce stop-loss exposure 
and litigation risk related to 
ERISA, Sarbanes-Oxley and 

other regulations, if 
applicable
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Demonstrable Return on Investment

PlanSource Dependent Verification Experience

PlanSource
Experience

300+ audits completed

11,000 dependents removed

$50M+ in savings

Average 
Results

12-week process

6% of dependents removed

Funds 2-3 years of software + 
services at $7 PEPM



Grand Rapids Public Schools
Conducted two dependent verification audits, 

resulting in $500K and $800K in medical 
premium savings

Challenge
To reduce annual healthcare 

expenses without cutting 
benefits or increasing copays

Solution
Verified 3,898 dependents to 
identify and remove ineligible 

dependents  

Results
15.54% of enrolled dependents failed 
to meet plan eligibility requirements
which resulted in $800K of savings

Location: Grand Rapids, MI | Industry: Education | Employees: 1,625 



What It Does Why It Matters
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Let us create employee 
communications that reflect your 
brand - such as digital guides, 
websites and videos.

Employees need to understand 
the benefits that are offered to 
them as well as how to use them 
once they enroll.

Custom Employee Communications



Custom Employee Communications
Let us put together a personalized employee communications program 

36

Benefit
Websites

Text
Messaging

Custom 
Videos

Print
Materials

Email 
Campaigns

Benefit
Guides
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New Navigation – Admin UI



New Navigation for Admin UI
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Redesigned to provide a modern, more user-friendly experience
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New Reports Center
New Look and Feel

Reporting Dashboard

Report History

Available Reports

Usability Improvements

Recommended Report Design



New Reports Center Demo
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Redesigned admin experience with reports dashboard and recommended reports 
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Report Enhancements
Benefit Report

Life Event Report

Beneficiary Report

Notification History Report

Data Comparison Report

Overage Dependent Report



Report Enhancements
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Benefit Reports
By using predefined 
fields for medical, 

dental or vision, plan 
year, coverage and 
employee info are 
auto populated.

Life Event Report
We’ve added an 

additional filter to 
allow you to select a 
population to better 

refine your search 
criteria and results.

Beneficiary Report
The primary beneficiary 
is now clearly indicated 
in this report to allow a 

quick view to distinguish 
between primary and 

secondary.



Report Enhancements
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Notification History 
Reports

We’ve removed the 
confusion on which 

fields are already pre-
selected by including 
them in the selection 

box by default. 

Data Comparison 
Report

We’ve added a new 
selection option to 

“Treat New Records as 
Changes” which shows 
new employees in the 

results.

Overage Dependent 
Report

This report has been 
updated to show only 

those dependents 
with active elections 
that are aging out of 

coverage.
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Expanded Business Rules



What It Does Why It Matters
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We support enrollment in 401(k) 
or other retirement plans via a 
percentage of salary, and also a 
flat contribution amount.

It’s important for employees to 
have one place to shop and enroll 
in all of their benefits – including 
401(k).

401(k) Flat Amount*
*This feature will not be available with the new employee experience until June, 2017.
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APIs and Integration
MetLife Integrated Statement of Health

Evidence of Insurability API

Evidence of Insurability Approval API 

Admin API – Employee

Admin API – Dependent

Admin API – Payroll Deductions



What It Does Why It Matters
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Employees can now complete an 
online Statement of Health for 
MetLife products within the 
enrollment experience.

We want to make it easy and 
convenient for employees to 
complete the online Statement of 
Health for MetLife products.

MetLife Integrated Statement of Health*
*This feature will not be available with the new employee experience until June, 2017.



What It Does Why It Matters
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Insurance carriers can use a 
standard Web service call to 
capture EOI data from employees 
within the enrollment workflow.

We want to make it easy and 
convenient for employees to 
complete the online EOI 
application within PlanSource. 

Evidence of Insurability API
*Available to select partners in April 2017. Contact us at partner@plansource.com to learn more.



What It Does Why It Matters
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Insurance carriers can use a 
standard Web service call or batch 
file import process to automate 
EOI decision processing.

We want to make it easy and 
convenient for carriers to approve 
or decline pending EOI 
applications so we can provide 
timely feedback to employees.

Evidence of Insurability Approval API*
*Available to select partners in April 2017. Contact us at partner@plansource.com to learn more.



What It Does Why It Matters
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Allows HR, payroll and other 
partners to use a standard Web 
Service call to add, update and 
maintain employee demographic 
data.

We want to make it easy and 
convenient for HR teams to keep 
employee info in sync across all of 
their Human Capital Management 
(HCM) systems.

Admin API – Employees*
*Available to select partners in April 2017. Contact us at partner@plansource.com to learn more.



What It Does Why It Matters
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Allows HR, payroll and other 
partners to use a standard Web 
Service call to add, update and 
maintain dependent demographic 
data.

We want to make it easy and 
convenient for HR teams to keep 
dependent info in sync across all 
of their HCM systems.

Admin API – Dependents*
*Available to select partners in April 2017. Contact us at partner@plansource.com to learn more.



What It Does Why It Matters
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Allows HR, payroll and other 
partners to use a standard Web 
Service call to get payroll 
deduction data, keeping all your 
systems in sync.

We want to make it easy and 
convenient for HR teams to get 
benefit deductions from 
PlanSource to their payroll 
systems.

Admin API – Basic Payroll Deduction*
*Available to select partners in April 2017. Contact us at partner@plansource.com to learn more.



On 3/9/2017, we are discontinuing support for
Internet Explorer versions 8, 9 and 10.

(Microsoft ended support for these products in January 2016).



July 19-21, 2017
Montage Deer Valley

Park City, Utah



Q&A
Send us a note @ feedback@plansource.com.


